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Aim: Populations of large ungulates are dwindling worldwide. This is especially so for
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wild sheep, which compete with livestock for forage, are disturbed by shepherds and
their dogs, and are exposed to disease transmissions from livestock. Our aim was to
assess spatial patterns in realized niche overlap between wild and domestic sheep to
better understand where potential competition might arise, and thus to identify priority areas for wild sheep recovery.
Location: Southern Caucasus (220,000 km2).
Methods: We studied Gmelin’s mouflon (Ovis orientalis gmelinii), an ancestor of domestic sheep, to investigate seasonal habitat use and niche overlap with domestic
sheep. To map habitat, we analysed mouflon occurrences collected during 2006–
2016, and domestic sheep occurrences from shepherd camp locations digitized on
high-resolution satellite imagery. We mapped areas of potential competition between mouflon and domestic sheep and assessed potential habitat displacement.
Results: Mouflon and domestic sheep niches overlapped substantially (overlap index
I = 0.89, where 1 means perfect overlap) but were not identical. Mouflon habitat was
less widespread than domestic sheep habitat (14,000 vs. 40,270 km2) and tended to
be located in more rugged areas with less vegetation cover. We identified 51 priority
patches as reintroduction candidates if grazing pressure and poaching were
reduced.
Main conclusions: Our results suggest that competition with domestic sheep might
have pushed mouflon into marginal habitat. Thus, conservation efforts focusing on
current mouflon habitat might miss suitable reintroduction sites. We demonstrate
that a combined habitat model for wild and domestic sheep can identify general
sheep habitat, which might be more useful for conservation planning than understanding current mouflon habitat selection. Our results highlight that considering
competition with livestock is important for large ungulate conservation, both in
terms of reactive (e.g., lessening livestock pressure in prime habitat) and proactive
strategies (e.g., reintroduction in areas with low contemporary overlap).
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1 | I NTRO D U C TI O N

species’ niches in environmental space. Analysing multiple species

Large ungulates are threatened throughout the world and their num-

(Warren, Glor, & Turelli, 2010). However, while there are analyses

allows to assess the degree of realized niche overlap between them
bers have declined precipitously during recent decades (Di Marco

using species distribution modelling to quantify niche overlap among

et al., 2014; Ripple et al., 2015). This is worrisome as large ungulates

different wild species (e.g., Blair, Sterling, Dusch, Raxworthy, &

play important roles for ecosystem functioning, for example as eco-

Pearson, 2013; Wordley, Sankaran, Mudappa, & Altringham, 2015),

system engineers (Pringle, Young, Rubenstein, & McCauley, 2007) or

to our knowledge, this has not yet been done between livestock and

as prey for large carnivores and scavengers (Margalida, Colomer, &

wild ungulates. Broad-scale studies might benefit especially from

Sanuy, 2011; Wolf & Ripple, 2016). Therefore, understanding threats

such an approach, because detailed information on grazing pres-

to large ungulates and ensuring that their populations are viable is an

sure or the location of domestic animals is often not available across

important conservation goal (Ripple et al., 2016).

larger geographic areas, which is limiting their use as predictors in

A key factor contributing to large ungulate declines is conflict
with people, often through competition with livestock. More than a

wildlife habitat models.
Given the high ecological and biological similarity of domestic

quarter of the Earth’s land surface is used for grazing, with livestock

and wild sheep, their fundamental niches should overlap substan-

outnumbering wild ungulates by several orders of magnitude (Berger,

tially (Gordon, 2009). If realized niche overlap is low, however, then

Buuveibaatar, & Mishra, 2013; Robinson et al., 2014). Livestock graz-

this may indicate niche partitioning and possibly that wild sheep are

ing affects large ungulate populations in many ways, including the

a so-called refugee species that is confined to marginal habitat (i.e.,

degradation of food resources, displacement of ungulates from suit-

habitat where fitness might be decreased due to, for example, lower

able habitats, disease transmission and direct mortality from shep-

resource availability or higher mortality; Caughley, 1994; Kerley,

herds and their dogs (Chirichella, Ciuti, & Apollonio, 2013; Krishna,

Kowalczyk, & Cromsigt, 2012). This marginalization would have

Kumar, & Isvaran, 2016; Namgail, Fox, & Bhatnagar, 2006). While

likely occurred over long time periods, resulting in shifting baselines

certain pastoral systems allow for coexistence and maintain open-

that might lead conservationists to regard the current habitat of

land habitats for wild grazers, more commonly, competition with

this species as optimal, which would lead to misguided conserva-

livestock threatens large ungulates, particularly in resource-scarce

tion effort (Cromsigt, Kerley, & Kowalczyk, 2012; Soga & Gaston,

regions such as drylands or mountainous areas (Ekernas et al., 2017;

2018). Similarly, mapping suitable habitat based on current habi-

Mishra, Van Wieren, Ketner, Heitkonig, & Prins, 2004; Riginos et al.,

tat use might be erroneous for species pushed into marginal habi-

2012).

tat (Braunisch, Bollmann, Graf, & Hirzel, 2008; Kerley et al., 2012).

Generally, competition between species occurs when they de-

Assuming similar habitat use by domestic and wild sheep (Hofmann,

pend on the same limiting resources, which is likely the case for

1989), quantifying realized niche overlap would be a way to test for

domestic livestock and their wild ancestors (Madhusudan, 2004).

a possible refugee status of wild sheep. Jointly assessing potential

With more than one billion domestic sheep worldwide (Ovis aries;

habitat for wild and domestic sheep could then provide a better as-

FAOSTAT, 2017), most of which are pastured, wild sheep are likely

sessment of optimal wild sheep habitat.

particularly negatively affected by competition with livestock

The Caucasus Mountains at the crossroads of Europe, Central

(Mishra, Van Wieren, Heitkönig, & Prins, 2002; Owen-Smith, 2002;

Asia and the Middle East are a global biodiversity hotspot and home

Shackleton, 1997). Wild sheep also often occur in areas with low

to many iconic large ungulates, including European bison (Bison bona-

productivity and may therefore be particularly prone to competition

sus), bezoar goat (Capra aegagrus), and Gmelin’s or Armenian mouflon

and conflicts with shepherds and their dogs (Ekernas et al., 2017;

(Ovis orientalis gmelinii) (Mittermeier et al., 2004). The Caucasus, par-

Schieltz & Rubenstein, 2016; Shackleton, 1997). Conservation plan-

ticularly its southern part, has a long history of livestock husbandry,

ning to protect and restore wild sheep populations thus requires un-

dating back to around 9,000 BC (Kalandadze & Nebieridze, 1989).

derstanding where and to what extent domestic and wild sheep may

Today, poaching and overgrazing are the main threats to large ungu-

compete.

lates in the southern Caucasus (Williams, Zazanashvili, Sanadiradze,

Species distribution models help to understand niche character-

& Kandaurov, 2006). Most wild ungulate populations experienced

istics and to identify habitat patterns (Franklin, 2009). These mod-

drastic population declines due to poaching after and during the

els combine occurrence data and environmental factors to describe

Iranian 1979 Revolution and the breakdown of the Soviet Union
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and are in dire need of broad-scale conservation planning and ac-

domestic sheep in summer; and (c) to use this information to identify

tion (Bragina et al., 2015; Ghoddousi et al., 2017). This makes the

mouflon conservation priority areas.

Caucasus an interesting and relevant region to explore potential effects of coexistence and competition between wild and domestic
sheep.

2 | M E TH O DS

The southern Caucasus is a stronghold for Gmelin’s mouflon. This species, one of the seven subspecies of Asiatic mouflon, the ancestor of domestic sheep, is listed as vulnerable in

2.1 | Study area

the IUCN Red List of Threatened Species (Alberto et al., 2018;

Our study area covers large parts of the southern Caucasus and

Rezaei et al., 2010; Valdez, 2008). Gmelin’s mouflon only persists

stretches over Armenia and parts of Azerbaijan, Georgia, Iran

in very small populations of a few hundred individuals each in

and Turkey (Figure 1). It is limited in the north by the Rioni River

Armenia and Azerbaijan, and around 1,200–1,400 in the Iranian

Lowlands (Georgian black sea region) and the Kura river, and in the

part of the Caucasus (Baskin & Danell, 2003; Iranian Department

south (in Turkey and Iran) by the Caucasus Ecoregion as delineated

of Environment, unpubl. data; Mallon, Weinberg, & Kopaliani,

by the Ecoregion Conservation Plan for the Caucasus (Williams

2007). These populations are severely threatened by livestock

et al., 2006). Most parts of the study area are mountainous includ-

grazing and often occur close to international borders with high

ing the entire Lesser Caucasus and the southern Caucasus volcanic

military presence, fragmenting their range and increasing poach-

uplands with Mt. Ararat as the highest peak (5,137 m). The vegeta-

ing risk (Khorozyan, Weinberg, & Malkhasyan, 2009; Talibov,

tion is characterized by open juniper woodlands, steppes, mountain

Weinberg, Mammadov, Mammadov, & Talibov, 2009). Identifying

steppes, subalpine and alpine grasslands, and broadleaved forests

areas to establish new and expand existing populations, ideally

with some mixed and coniferous forests in more humid areas. The

so that key habitat patches are connected, is therefore important

areas that mouflon occupy include grasslands and open shrub com-

(Zazanashvili, Garforth, Jungius, & Gamkrelidze, 2012).

munities of rolling steppes and of the subalpine and alpine zones.

Our goal was to assess realized niche overlap between domes-

Livestock husbandry is widespread in the southern Caucasus.

tic sheep and Gmelin’s mouflon in the southern Caucasus to bet-

After the breakdown of the Soviet Union, domestic sheep num-

ter understand where potential competition might arise, and thus

bers declined substantially and in 2017 were still at lower levels in

to identify suitable habitat for mouflon recovery. Specifically, our

Georgia and Armenia than in the early 1990s (FAOSTAT, 2017). In

objectives were (a) to map mouflon summer and winter habitat; (b)

contrast, livestock numbers in Azerbaijan were almost twofold in

to assess niche overlap in environmental and geographic space with

2017 compared to the early 1990s, partly due to incentives through

FIGURE 1

Study area and mouflon occurrence locations in the southern Caucasus
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privatization and agricultural reforms (FAOSTAT, 2017; Kosayev

Because sampling background data from too broad areas can re-

& Guliev, 2006). In Iran, sheep numbers almost doubled after the

sult in overly simplistic models, we sampled 10,000 points as back-

1979 Revolution until the early 2000s, but have been decreasing

ground in a 30-km buffer around all mouflon locations (VanDerWal,

since then (FAOSTAT, 2017). Nevertheless, sheep production in the

Shoo, Graham, & Williams, 2009). We validated our models with a

Iranian Caucasus is among the highest in the region with over 6 mil-

10-fold cross-validation and the mean area under the curve (AUC) of

lion heads (Statistical Center of Iran, 2017). The pastoral livestock

the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve. To assess variable

system in the study area is mostly based on transhumance, utilizing

importance, we used the per cent gain contribution of each variable

summer pastures in the mountains and winter pastures in the steppe

and a jackknife test measuring the AUC for single variable models

lowlands (Williams et al., 2006). On average, one to three shepherds

and models without this variable (Phillips et al., 2006). We further

accompany herds of several hundred sheep, and almost all herds

compared differences in model predictions with and without the

have dogs (normally between one and four dogs per 100 sheep).

clamping function, which avoids extrapolation by restricting features to range between values covered by the training data.

2.2 | Mouflon ecology and occurrence data

To characterize habitat suitability, we used seven predictors related to topography, landscape composition, resource availability

While the exact historic range of mouflons is somewhat unclear,

and human disturbance (see Supporting Information Appendix S1 for

the species was widespread in the region and occurred in larger

a-priori hypotheses on their relations to habitat suitability). For to-

numbers. Today, it is restricted to small herds in southern Armenia,

pography, we derived aspect (flat, north, east, south, and west), local

Nakhchivan (autonomous exclave of Azerbaijan) and north-western

terrain ruggedness (using a 90-m neighbourhood rule; Sappington,

Iran (Baskin & Danell, 2003; Dinnik, 1910). In the Caucasus, mouflon

Longshore, & Thompson, 2007) and landscape ruggedness (mean

inhabit mountain grasslands and shrublands on dry and mainly open

slope within 2 km) based on Shuttle Radar Topography Mission data

slopes with a preference for slightly rugged terrain (Gavashelishvili,

(SRTM; NASA JPL, 2013). We defined local ruggedness to character-

2009; Khorozyan et al., 2009; Zazanashvili et al., 2012). In our

ize the direct surroundings of a cell (i.e., at pixel level) and landscape

study, we refer to habitat as encompassing all types in which mou-

ruggedness to characterize the general topographic setting in which

flon occur and survive. Mouflon feed mainly on grasses and shrubs

a cell was embedded (i.e., a 2-km window surrounding the cell). We

but sometimes also on grain (Valdez, 2008). In summer, mouflon

tested other neighbourhoods (30 and 210 m for local, and 0.3, 1 and

usually migrate towards higher elevations for fresh and nutritious

3 km for landscape ruggedness), which resulted in models with very

fodder. Socially, mouflon live in groups with adult males separate

similar, but lower AUC values (results not shown). To capture land-

from adult females and the young (Karami, Ghadirian, & Faizolahi,

scape composition, we used a recent, high-resolution land cover map

2016). However, during the rut (i.e., mating season; November to

with the classes coniferous forest, broadleaved forest, mixed forest,

December), dominant males establish groups with several females

rangeland, cropland, built-up, ice and permanent snow, and water

and defend them from other males (Karami et al., 2016).

(Bleyhl et al., 2017). Additionally, we acquired Vegetation Continuous

We analysed 211 mouflon occurrence locations from pop-

Fields data (VCF, MOD44B, years 2000–2010) from the Moderate

ulations in Armenia, Azerbaijan and Iran, collected in the field

Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) to calculate mean

during 2006–2016. Mouflon occurrence locations were collected

fractional woody vegetation cover. We measured human distur-

by walking transects and through point counts and opportunis-

bance as the Euclidean distances to roads and settlements, using

tic direct observations. We split the data into summer (May–

data from Open Street Map (OSM; http://www.openstreetmap.

September) and winter (October–April) sightings. Further, we used

org/) and the World Wide Fund for Nature’s Caucasus Programme

only locations with a minimum distance of 500 m between them to

Office (WWF CauPO). Distances were limited to a maximum of 8 km

reduce spatial autocorrelation that could lead to inflated accuracy

for roads and 6 km for settlements because initial models predicted

measures or biased parameter estimations (Dormann et al., 2007;

less suitable habitat for higher distances. We considered decreasing

Veloz, 2009), resulting in 91 summer and 97 winter locations (46

habitat suitability at higher distances to be an artefact of our pres-

of which were repeated sightings from both seasons and from the

ence data because mouflon are currently not colonizing all available

same location).

remote and suitable areas and because very remote areas might not
have been surveyed equally intensively as more accessible areas

2.3 | Mouflon habitat mapping

(Bleyhl et al., 2015). We further tested climatic variables (annual
mean temperature, minimum temperature of the coldest month, an-

We mapped suitable mouflon summer and winter habitat with maxi-

nual precipitation and precipitation of coldest quarter; WorldClim 2;

mum entropy modelling (Maxent; Phillips, Anderson, & Schapire,

Fick & Hijmans, 2017) but these did not improve model performance

2006), a species distribution modelling algorithm that is well-suited

and were therefore dropped in our final models. We resampled all

for presence-only data and outperforms concurrent algorithms

predictor variables to a 100-m resolution and reprojected them to

(Elith et al., 2006). We ran the models with a maximum of 2,500 it-

the Albers Equal Area projection. Correlation among our predictor

erations, quadratic and hinge features only, and default settings for

variables was generally low (r < 0.65; see Supporting Information

convergence thresholds and regularization (Phillips & Dudik, 2008).

Appendix S1).
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2.4 | Quantifying niche overlap between domestic
sheep and mouflon

5

predictor variables for domestic sheep and compared them to our
mouflon summer model using the 30-km buffer area to project the
models as a basis for the comparison. To test whether an overlap

Because domestic sheep and mouflon are closely related, funda-

existed between domestic sheep summer habitat and mouflon

mental niche overlap (as well as functional similarity) is likely high,

winter habitat, we also quantified the similarity using our mouflon

but realized niche overlap may or may not be high. On the one hand,

winter model. Additionally, we also calculated niche overlap based

realized niche overlap might be high, because the species rely on the

on models that used only environmental predictors (i.e., excluding

same resources. On the other hand, because domestic sheep have

human disturbance predictors). Finally, to test our hypothesis that

been reared in the Caucasus for millennia (Akhalkatsi, Ekhvaia, &

wild and domestic sheep have identical realized niches, we used the

Asanidze, 2012), mouflon might have adapted through resource par-

identity test in ENMTools (Warren et al., 2010). For this test, we de-

titioning (Schoener, 1974; Voeten & Prins, 1999). Competition with

rived a distribution of the overlap index from 100 replicates based

livestock might have pushed mouflon into marginal habitat, possibly

on random partitioning of a pooled dataset of occurrence locations

rendering them a refugee species (Fritz, De Garine-Wichatitsky, &

(i.e., treating the data as if mouflon and domestic sheep occurrences

Letessier, 1996; Kerley et al., 2012). Both scenarios would result in

were from the same species). Subsequently, we tested the actual

a lower overlap of realized niches than the close phylogenetic rela-

overlap index score against this distribution under the null hypothe-

tionship of the two species suggests. We tested the hypothesis that

sis of niche identity to assess whether the score is significantly lower

realized niche overlap between mouflon and domestic sheep was

(at the α = 0.05 level; Warren et al., 2010).

lower than expected, either because the species adapted to coexistence through adapting their niche or because mouflon is a refugee
species.

2.5 | Priority habitat patches for mouflon

To assess the habitat use of domestic sheep in the same way as

We identified four types of priority habitat patches based on habitat

the mouflon’s niche, we captured the summer distribution of do-

suitability using the training sensitivity plus specificity threshold (Liu

mestic sheep by mapping all shepherd camps within 30 km of our

et al., 2013) and a minimum area rule (Figure 2). First, we identified

mouflon occurrences. Camps appeared as homogeneous open-s oil

suitable areas based on currently occupied mouflon habitat (i.e., our

patches within otherwise heterogeneously textured grassland in

mouflon summer model), that were larger than 300 km2 (mouflon

high-resolution imagery in GoogleEarth and BingMaps. Often,

habitat patches). A patch of 300 km2 could harbour approximately

these camps had tent-like structures making the identification

3,600–4,800 individuals, assuming a density of 12–16 individuals

easy. We digitized 977 shepherd camps and excluded locations

per km2 (based on studies of Ovis vignei, a closely related wild sheep

with an elevation <1,500 m because these are likely not related

in Iran; Farhadinia, Moqanaki, & Hosseini-Zavarei, 2014; Ghoddousi

to summer shepherding that mostly takes place at high elevations

et al., 2016). Second, we identified areas with suitable habitat for

(we repeated our niche overlap analysis with all shepherd camps

both mouflon or domestic sheep (potential mouflon habitat patches),

and did not find substantial differences; results not shown). To re-

because mouflon might use suboptimal habitat due to competition

duce spatial autocorrelation, we applied a minimum distance of

with domestic sheep and a combination of both habitat areas poten-

500 m between camps, resulting in 586 locations. To test whether

tially better describes suitable habitat. Third, we identified habitat

niche overlap changes when using likely domestic sheep locations

patches where competition potential with domestic sheep is likely

(rather than camp locations), we also assessed overlap based on

lowest (low-risk patches), by selecting suitable mouflon habitat that

randomly sampled (i.e., simulated) sheep occurrences within set

does not entail suitable domestic sheep habitat. Finally, to assess

distances around the camps (100, 200, 500, 1,000 and 2,000 m).

which new areas could best foster connectivity among current mou-

Because domestic sheep are kept on winter grazing sites at lower

flon habitat patches, we highlighted potential mouflon patches located

elevations, sometimes several hundred kilometres away from the

within a corridor connecting mouflon habitat patches (connectivity

summer camps and predominantly outside current mouflon areas,

patches). We identified these corridors with a least-cost analysis

we did not expect winter niches to overlap and mapped only sum-

using our summer habitat suitability map as a cost surface (highest

mer habitat for domestic sheep.

suitability = lowest cost to travel through a cell; resistance values

First, to map the spatial overlap of the realized niches of sheep

between 1 and 11) and roads as partial barriers (resistance value

and mouflon, we overlaid suitable mouflon and sheep summer hab-

100; Bleyhl et al., 2017). We used summer habitat because we were

itat. We delineated habitat using the maximum training sensitivity

interested in dispersal corridors and not in migration corridors from

plus specificity threshold (Liu, White, & Newell, 2013). We also cal-

summer to winter habitat, which would require a more fine-scale as-

culated Euclidean distances of all mouflon summer locations to the

sessment. We derived least-cost corridors using the Linkage Mapper

closest shepherd camp. Second, to quantify realized niche overlap

Toolkit (McRae & Kavanagh, 2011). For all priority patches, we cal-

between mouflon and domestic sheep, we used the similarity sta-

culated the area that is currently protected based on protected area

tistic I (van der Vaart, 1998) calculated by ENMTools (Warren et al.,

layers from WWF CauPO (wwfcaucasus.net), the share of suitable

2010). This similarity statistic ranges from 0 (no overlap) to 1 (com-

winter habitat based on the maximum training sensitivity plus speci-

plete overlap). We ran Maxent models with the same settings and

ficity threshold (Liu et al., 2013), and the distances from each patch

6
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F I G U R E 2 Flowchart of our analyses
to identify priority habitat patches.
Dashed line is only dashed to distinguish it
from other crossing lines

to international borders (which might be related to poaching pres-

predictor variables. Mouflon locations were far from shepherd

sure from border patrols; Khorozyan et al., 2009).

camps in both seasons (distances ranged from 0.4 to 22 km, median:
5 km, standard deviation: 4 km). Further, mouflon habitat was more

3 | R E S U LT S
3.1 | Mouflon habitat modelling

rugged and characterized by higher distances to settlements and
by higher shares of sparse vegetation (see Supporting Information
Appendix S1).
We found substantial overlap between the realized niches of

Our mouflon model predicted widespread areas of suitable but cur-

domestic sheep and mouflon during summer, particularly based on

rently unoccupied habitat across the southern Caucasus, mainly in

models without the human disturbance predictors (I = 0.89). The

the border region of Armenia, Azerbaijan and Iran. Suitable mouflon

niche overlap did not change markedly for winter mouflon loca-

summer habitat generally overlapped with suitable winter habitat,

tions (I = 0.88). Overlap index values increased slightly with buffer

but winter habitat was more widespread (Figure 3). Our Maxent

distance around shepherd camps that we used to sample domestic

models had high AUC values of 0.89 for summer and 0.83 for win-

sheep locations (Table 1). However, the two realized niches were not

ter. Variable importance was similar for both seasons. Mouflon hab-

identical according to the niche identity test (i.e., our empirical sim-

itat occurred far away from human settlements and roads, and in

ilarity indices were significantly lower than indices from the pooled

medium-rugged terrain with low woody vegetation cover. Rangeland

model).

was the land cover class with highest suitability in both seasons.

Despite the differences in location and niche characteris-

Aspect had only a minor influence on summer habitat suitability

tics, we found that the majority of suitable mouflon habitat was

(least important variable), but south facing slopes were important in

also suitable for domestic sheep (77%; Figure 3). In general,

winter. Further, restricting features to ranges covered by the train-

domestic sheep habitat was much more widespread than mou-

ing data showed that our results were not affected by extrapolation.

flon habitat (40,270 km 2 compared to 14,000 km 2 for mouflon)
and only a few areas that were suitable for mouflon were not

3.2 | Niche overlap between domestic
sheep and mouflon

suitable for domestic sheep (3,280 km 2 or 23% of all suitable
mouflon habitat). The combination of both mouflon and domestic sheep habitat revealed widespread areas (43,560 km 2 )

Mouflon occurrence locations differed markedly from shepherd

potentially suitable as general Ovis habitat across the southern

camp locations in geographic space and regarding some of our

Caucasus (Figure 3).

BLEYHL et al.
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F I G U R E 3 (a) Mouflon summer and winter habitat suitability and (b) areas with suitable mouflon and domestic sheep habitat, as well as
areas where both habitats overlap

3.3 | Priority habitat patches

the majority of them was in Iran (six areas, in total 3,000 km2). Of
the total area covered by such patches, 18% was protected (9% in

We identified four types of priority patches for mouflon conserva-

reserves with IUCN category I or II; see Supporting Information

tion: (a) mouflon habitat patches are the most suitable patches based

Appendix S2 for an overview of all priority patches). Six of the

on current mouflon habitat use only; (b) potential mouflon habitat

eleven patches were close to international borders (<10 km) and

patches are based on the assumption that mouflon could also thrive

three extended across borders. Further, 77% of the total area was

in areas suitable for domestic sheep; (c) low-risk patches are those

also suitable for domestic sheep. The combination of mouflon and

patches with least potential for competition with domestic sheep;

domestic sheep habitat, that is potential mouflon habitat, resulted in

and (d) connectivity patches are potential mouflon patches that would

markedly more and larger priority patches. In total, we found 51 po-

foster connectivity among mouflon habitat patches (i.e., among cat-

tential mouflon habitat patches >300 km2 distributed across all coun-

egory (a) patches).

tries and covering an area of 40,400 km2 (mean patch size: 790 km2).

We found eleven mouflon habitat patches with high habitat

However, some of them did not have much winter habitat inside (five

suitability and an area exceeding 300 km2 (Figure 4). All of these

patches had less than 10% suitable winter habitat), and only 14% of

patches had at least 73% suitable winter habitat. In total, these

the total area was protected. Additionally, we only identified two

habitat patches covered 6,830 km2 (mean patch size: 620 km2). We

low-risk patches larger than 300 km2, one in the border triangle of

found mouflon habitat patches in all countries except Georgia, and

Armenia, Nakhchivan, and Iran, and one in Iran, together covering an

8
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area of 740 km2 (Figure 4). Both of these patches had also suitable

patches were large (mean patch size: 980 km2) and covered a total

winter habitat (96% of their area), but only the northern patch at the

area of 24,000 km2 .

border triangle was partly protected (87% of its area).
We identified 25 connectivity patches that were >300 km2
and located within the corridors linking mouflon habitat patches

4 | D I S CU S S I O N

(Figure 5). Corridor length ranged from 8 to 320 km. All corridors
crossed at least one major road, and five corridors crossed in-

Large ungulates and particularly wild sheep are threatened by com-

ternational borders. Resistance along the least-cost path ranged

petition with livestock. Competition can lead to the displacement of

between 7.1 and 12.1 (mean: 9.5, standard deviation: 1.5), which

wildlife to marginal habitats, which might compromise conservation

is high given that our resistance values ranged between 1 and

efforts based on assessing current habitat. In our study, we analysed

11 (with 100 only used for partial barriers). We found at least

Gmelin’s mouflon habitat, and investigated seasonal habitat patterns

one connectivity patch in each corridor. On average, connectivity

and the potential for competition with domestic sheep using species distribution modelling and a niche overlap analysis. We identified widespread habitat that is currently unoccupied. However, our

TA B L E 1 Niche overlap indices between mouflon summer
habitat and domestic sheep habitat across a range of buffer areas
used to derive the domestic sheep occurrences

niche overlap assessment also revealed that despite a considerable
overlap, realized niches of mouflon and domestic sheep differed
and mouflon habitat was associated with less productive areas. Our
study is, to our knowledge, the first that uses niche modelling to spa-

Overlap index I

tially assess the niche overlap between a wild ungulate and its do-

Domestic sheep
locations

Without human
disturbance

With human
disturbance

Camp

0.89

0.82

We found widespread suitable mouflon summer and winter hab-

100-m buffer

0.89

0.82

itat across the southern Caucasus. Much of this habitat is currently

200-m buffer

0.89

0.83

not occupied by mouflon, potentially providing space for reintro-

500-m buffer

0.90

0.83

duction and herd expansions. Suitable habitat was mostly located

1,000-m buffer

0.90

0.83

in mountainous areas, which we expected, given the species’ pref-

2,000-m buffer

0.90

0.82

mestic relative, thereby highlighting opportunities for restoring wild
ungulate populations in landscapes shared with livestock.

erence for medium ruggedness and areas afar from human settlements (Gavashelishvili, 2009). The spatial distribution of summer

F I G U R E 4 Distribution of mouflon habitat patches (based on the mouflon summer model), potential mouflon habitat patches (based on
the combination of mouflon and domestic sheep habitat), and patches with low risk for competition with livestock

|
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F I G U R E 5 Least-cost corridors among mouflon habitat patches (i.e., patches based on current habitat patterns) and connectivity patches
that would foster connectivity if new herds were established

and winter habitat was very similar, suggesting that seasonal habitat

(Akhalkatsi et al., 2017), and mouflon could have adapted to avoid

preferences do not differ substantially. It might be that the resolu-

competition. Mouflon were found in terrain that is more rugged

tion of our predictor variables was not fine enough to capture fine-

and with only sparse vegetation, both of which are generally asso-

scale seasonal migrations along the elevation gradient. However, in

ciated with decreased forage availability (Chirichella et al., 2013).

the past, mouflon occasionally migrated over longer distances to

Similar habitat-use patterns have been found for other wild un-

lower elevations in winter, for example from Armenia to Nakhchivan

gulates that compete with livestock and have been displaced into

and to Iran (Baskin & Danell, 2003; Khorozyan et al., 2009). Border

marginal habitat. For example, when livestock was present, Argali

patrols that limit migrations and overgrazing of mouflon wintering

sheep (Ovis ammon) were pushed to steeper slopes with less veg-

areas by domestic sheep may have stopped these migrations (Linnell

etation cover (Namgail et al., 2006) and ibex (Capra pyrenaica) and

et al., 2016; Talibov et al., 2009).

chamois (Rupicapra rupicapra) to areas with decreased resource

Our niche overlap assessment revealed that most suitable mou-

availability (Acevedo, Cassinello, & Gortazar, 2007; Chirichella

flon habitat was also suitable for domestic sheep. A high niche over-

et al., 2013). Likewise, a displacement of mouflon from middle to

lap is not surprising given that the species are closely related (Gordon,

higher elevations with less resources due to livestock grazing has

2009; Madhusudan, 2004), but highlights the need to limit negative

occurred in Nakhchivan (Talibov et al., 2009). Such a displacement

effects of sheep on mouflon populations (Khorozyan et al., 2009;

to areas with less resource availability might in turn indicate that

Talibov et al., 2009). Niche overlap was higher for models without

mouflon are a refugee species (Kerley et al., 2012).

human disturbance, which indicates that mouflon utilize areas close

Based on our habitat suitability analysis and the niche overlap

to human infrastructure, where shepherd camps are often located,

assessment, we identified mouflon conservation priority patches.

less than domestic sheep.

Using current mouflon locations, we identified eleven mouflon hab-

In general, our analyses provide more support for differences

itat patches. Yet, only 18% of their area was protected. Additionally,

in mouflon and domestic sheep realized niches due to either a dis-

the majority of the patches was also highly suitable for domestic

placement of mouflon to marginal habitats or to niche partitioning

sheep (77%) or located within 10 km from international borders,

(which in turn could also lead to diverging fundamental niches over

which might be inaccessible to shepherds and provide havens for

time). First, despite high overlap, realized niches differed signifi-

mouflon, but sometimes might also entail high poaching pressure

cantly. Second, mouflon occurrences differed from shepherd camp

from border patrols (Khorozyan et al., 2009). When combining mou-

locations regarding several of our predictor variables. Differences

flon and domestic sheep habitat, we identified 51 potential mou-

in habitat use might arise from niche partitioning as a strategy

flon habitat patches that cover a substantially larger area than the

to coexist. Domestic sheep are herded in the area for millennia

mouflon patches. As our niche overlap analysis suggested a shift to

10
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marginal habitat for mouflon, these 51 patches may include bet-

approach is applicable to assess competition potential and displace-

ter habitat. Yet, due to their high suitability for domestic sheep,

ment from optimal habitats. Second, we highlight how potential bias

we would expect strong potential for competition with livestock.

in current occurrence data due to competition with livestock and

Indeed, we found only two areas that were >300 km2 and had a low

associated displacement can be overcome when identifying priority

risk for competition with livestock, underlining the need for conser-

conservation areas. We suggest that conservation planning should

vation efforts that limit negative effects of grazing in the southern

consider competition with livestock both reactively (lessening live-

Caucasus (Shackleton, 1997; Soofi et al., 2018).
Connectivity among mouflon habitat patches was low. We found
at least one high-level road crossing each of the eleven corridors,

stock pressure in suitable ungulate habitat) and proactively (reintroduction in areas with low competition potential).
For mouflon conservation, our results point out that large

five corridors crossing international borders, and high average cost

areas of suitable habitat exist in the southern Caucasus where the

along the least-cost paths. To increase connectivity, we highlighted

mouflon population could be enlarged. This is urgently needed to

those potential mouflon habitat patches that were located within cor-

safeguard the species in the Caucasus (Zazanashvili et al., 2012).

ridors. All corridors had connectivity patches. However, some of the

However, competition with livestock is very likely in most of

corridors were very long (up to 320 km), suggesting that an active

these areas and connectivity among them is low. Further, poach-

dispersal management including translocations might be needed to

ing might be a severe threat to existing and new populations, as

avoid the loss of genetic diversity (Bouzat et al., 2009; Ptak et al.,

well as to dispersing animals. Thus, conservation efforts should

2002). Additionally, the exact historic distribution of mouflon is

focus on (a) lessening conflict with livestock, particularly in key

unclear, and therefore, patches in northern Armenia, Georgia and

mouflon patches; and (b) improving connectivity among priority

Turkey might be outside the former mouflon range and never been

habitat patches and between seasonal habitat through protection

functionally connected.
We successfully gained more knowledge on potential niche over-

of stepping stones and/or translocations. Promoting private or
community-b ased reserves with small-s cale livestock production

lap, consequences of competition, and spatial habitat patterns of a

may help establish mouflon populations with local landowners po-

threatened large ungulate and livestock. Nevertheless, a few draw-

tentially co-b enefiting from wildlife (e.g., tourism, trophy hunting

backs remained. First, to model the domestic sheep niche, we used

once populations are viable) while reducing poaching risk for mou-

locations from shepherd camps that we derived from high-resolution

flon (Allan et al., 2017).

satellite imagery instead of actual sheep locations. Further, areas
where domestic sheep graze are to a large degree driven by shepherds’ decisions instead of the animals themselves. However,
niche overlap indices were similar for random locations in buffers
around the camps, which are more likely the areas the sheep graze.
We might have missed some camps, but this should not affect our
models unless there was a systematic omission bias. Second, high
niche overlap among species translates into competition only when
shared resources become limited, which we did not test (de Boer
& Prins, 1990; Putman, 1996). Yet, high mountain regions are generally resource scarce, which is why we assumed that at least high
stocking rates do deplete resources for mouflon. Additionally, phys-
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ical disturbance by herders and dogs is a key factor of competition
and displacement (Chirichella et al., 2013; Young, Olson, Reading,
Amgalanbaatar, & Berger, 2011) and may be more detrimental for
mouflon than forage competition (Talibov et al., 2009). Finally, we
did not assess if livestock grazing in some areas could be beneficial
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for mouflon by keeping formerly forested areas open. It is unlikely
though that such high grazing pressure would leave substantial resources for mouflon.
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Competition with livestock is a major threat to wild sheep
(Shackleton, 1997) necessitating new approaches to identify where
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